FINANCE PROJECT TOPICS

PERIOD 1

MONDAY 1/28
- Cars and Loans- Kassius and Chloe
- In Trouble- Jacky and Valerie

TUESDAY 1/29
- The influence of Advertising- Ashi and Jailyn
- Consumer Privacy- Marisa and Nina
- Buying a Home- Angelica and Elise

WEDNESDAY 1/30
- The Art of Budgeting- Ana and Sara
- Living on your Own- Julian
- Credit and Credit Cards- Camille
- Making Decisions- Kira and Hezzy

THURSDAY 1/31
- Making Money- Atiana, Elia, and Sasha
- Consumer Awareness- Audrey and Camryn
PERIOD 2

MONDAY 1/28

• Making Decisions- Ariana and Alex
• The Art of Budgeting- Gabby and Shayla
• Living on your Own- Paige and Justyce
• Buying a Home- Daniel and Taryn
• Cars and Loans- Carlos and Jorge
• Consumer Awareness- Damien and Alejandra

WEDNESDAY 1/30

• Making Money- Matt and Ally
• Credit/Credit Cards- Kiley and Maya
• The influence of Advertising- Jordan and Leslie
• Saving and Investing- Piper and Ty’via
• In Trouble- Rory and Emma
• Consumer Privacy- Lily and Savannah
PERIOD 3

MONDAY 1/28

- Buying a Home- *Maurielle and Sophie*
- Credit/Credit Cards- *Taylor and Jonathan*
- Making Money- *AnnaClaire and Chrishard*
- Saving and Investing- *Ally and Grant*

WEDNESDAY 1/30

- Living on your Own- *Corinna and Deena*
- Credit/Credit Cards- *Taylor and Jonathan*
- The influence of Advertising- *Angela and Sofia*
- In Trouble- *Chloe*
FINANCE PROJECT TOPICS

PERIOD 4

MONDAY 1/28

- Making Money- *Jeylan and Tomas*
- Consumer Privacy- *Madeline and Antonio*
- The influence of Advertising- *Grace and Skye*

WEDNESDAY 1/30

- Living on your Own- *Isabella and Ana*
- Saving and Investing- *Erin and Ava*
- In Trouble- *Savannah and Anna*
TUESDAY 1/29

• The influence of Advertising- *Jordan and Josephine*
• In Trouble- *CJ and Renee*
• Living on your Own- *Travis, Omar and Leslie*
• The Art of Budgeting- *Kieng and Victoria*
• Consumer Awareness- *Izabella and Jaime*

THURSDAY 1/31

• Making Decisions- *Beth*
• Making Money- *Hails and Zane*
• Buying a Home- *Trey and Shalom*
• Banking Services- *Gerry, Tyler and Ty*
• Saving and Investing- *Iona, Jada and Jaz*
• Consumer Privacy- *Griffin and Chloe A.*
FINANCE PROJECT TOPICS

PERIOD 9

TUESDAY 1/29

• Making Decisions- *JJ and Nel*

• The influence of Advertising- *Merrell and Lauren*

• Buying a Home- *Michael and Richard*

• Consumer Awareness- *Cindy and Hana*

THURSDAY 1/31

• Making Money- *Grant and Arturo*

• The Art of Budgeting- *Abraham and Grace*

• Living on your Own- *Max, Preston and Ulysses*

• Credit/Credit Cards- *Gioia and Anne*